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THE BANYAN:
A PARTIALLY ORDERED SYNTACTIC STRUCTURE
WITH REINTERSECTION
Dan W. Higinbotham
The University of Texas at Austin
Context free phrase structure rules have long
been used as a basis for parsing natural language
sentences and describing their structure.
The socalled non-configurational languages, those with relat i vel y f r e e "v 0 r d 0 r d e r , po sea pro b 1 emf 0 r ph r a s e
structure rules because each of the possible orders
requires a separate rule.
Elements of a sentence which
have more than one function also pose a problem, because a constituent's functional relacionship to the
remainder of the sentence is normally related to what
it is immediately connected to above, and in a tree,
there can be only one such connection.
Recent theories continue to have trouble with
relatively free word order and elements with multiple
functions.
Lectures on Government and Binding, for
example,
insIsts-rhar--Sapanese-has-a--verb-phrase
constituent, and that the grammatical function subject
is the noun phrase dominated by the sentence node, and
the grammatical function QQi~~! is the noun phrase
dominated by the verb ph:::-ase node.
The configurations
that determine these gramwatical functions, ho\.;ever,
'are not represented in the syntax in the X-bar system
in D- or S- structures in Japanese.'
(Chomsky 1982, p.
129). The problem stems from the fact that subject and
object may appear in either order preceding the verb;
according to the theory, the one case involves a discontinuous verb phrase constituent.
But phrase
structure trees simply cannot show discontinuous constituents.
Government and Binding theory also has
problems with elements with multiple functions.
In the
Japanese causative, the indirect object of the main
clause is always the same as the subject of the subordinate clause.
The Government and Binding analysis
predicts that this element will be marked with the
subject marking postposition ~, but it in fact appears
with the indirect object marker ni.
This incorrect
prediction results from the faulty assumption that each
element can have only one 6-role, an assumption necessitated by the fact that in the D-structure tree, an
element can occupy no more than one position (Chomsky
1982, p. 131).
The inherent properties of trees themselves
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appear to be at the root of these problems but nature
itself has given us a cue to look beyond traditional
restrictions. The banyan is a type of tree which grows
to a certain size and then lets down vines from its
branches.
Some of these vines reach the ground and
take root.
The result, when a new root has groHn, is
a single branch connecting two roots.
Banyans have
been known to have forty or fifty trunks each over a
foot in diameter, all interconnected with common
branches.
The banyan tree in nature is an or~anic
acyclic connected directed graph which may have multiple roots.
Just as the banyan in nature is a slight generalization of what is normally expected for a tree, the
banyan structure in linguistics is a slight generalization of the traditional sentence tree. The banyan is
an acyclic connected directed graph.
Just as each
trunk of a natural banyan may be the endpoint or origin
of a number of branches, each node of a linguistic
banyan may be the endpoint of several arcs, and the
origin of several others.
Just as sentence trees are generated by phrase
structure rules, linguistic banyans are generated using
an enhanced version of the constituent rules, or crules, of Lexical Functional Grammar (Bresnan 1982).

Lexical Functional Grammar.
The structures
generated by the c-rules of Lexical Functional Grammar
are the c-tree, or constituent tree, and the f-struct u r e, 0 r fun c t ion a 1 s t r u c t u r e . The f 0 1 1 0 \oJ i n g p air 0 f
structures are taken from the book Ib~_~~~!~l_~~E~~~
sentation of Grammatical Relations, edited by Bresnan
(p. 221, 236, 238):
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Although a full explanation of these structures
i s 1.-1 e 11 bey 0 n d the s cop e 0 f t his pap e r, a f e I.-J not e s are
in order.
The c-tree of (la) is a traditional phrase
s t r u c t u ret r e e .
I n (1 b), the ill ate ria 1 bet \-1 e e n e a c h
pair of brackets comprises one f-structure, and each fstructure corresponds to one or more nodes of the ctree of (la).
The dashed line connectin~ the fscruc[ure labelled OBJ in the SCOH? i-structure, to [he
SUB J 0 f V C0 l1 P 0 f S C m1 P, mea n s t hat !.b:~_Q~y has two
functions in the sentence; it is the object of persuade
and also the subject of see.
The dashed line connecting who to the OBJ of VCOMP of SCOMP means that \-Iho has
two functions as well; it is the complementizer-1or QFOCUS) of the relative clause, and also the object of
see.
Some of the c-rules used to generate (1) are as
fo110\-Is:
(2a)

S ------?

NP
(tSUBJ)=.j;

(b)

VP-

V
i=j,

(c)

vP ---7

V
t=~

VP

1'=t
NP
('l'OBJ)=t

NP
(1DBJ)=J,

VP'
Cr-VCOMP) =

+
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(d)

VP'-';-

to
~ f=VPJ.,
(tTO)= +
( (tINF)= +

,

c

The top line of each of these rules appears like a
traditional phrase structure rule, and is basically
used as such to build the c-tree.
The other lines
refer to
the associated
f-structures.
The notation
(tSUBJ)=~
underneath NP in (2a) means that the NP node
in the c - t r e e cor res p 0 n d s t 0 an f - s t r u c t u r e (J.. ) IV h i c h
has the label SUBJ within the next higher f-structure
(t), namely, the largest f-structure, or the one corresponding to the S node of the c-tree.
The notation
t=} under the VP node means that the VP node corresponds to an f-structure (J.,) which is the same as the
next higher f-structure ('I); in other words, the Sand
VP n8des of the c-tree correspond to the sane fstructure.
Rules (2a) and (2b) generate SVO sentences;
more complex verbs like persuade require rules such as
(2c) and (2d). Although the to element of rule (2d) is
optional, the lexical entry for persuade specifies that
its VCOMP Qust have a feature TO with the value +. The
notation (tINF)=c+ means that the next higher fstructure (t) is requred to have a feature INF with the
value +; since the f-structure of the VP of Vp' is the
same as that of the next higher f-structure, this is a
restriction that the verb of the Vp' be in an infinitive form.
The notation =c is used for constraint
equations, which restrict both the construction of the
c-tree and the forms of the related f-structures.
A
similar notation '..Jill be used in the rules generating
banyans in this paper.

The main clause of Japanese.
The arguments of
Japanese verbs are marked with postpostions, which are
similar in many ways to case markings.
Since the
postpositions marking subject and object clearly identify their grammatical function, the ordering of these
elements is not nearly as fixed as in English.
In
fact, the only real ordering constraint dealing with
the verb and its arguments, is that the verb must be
last.
In mathematics, a set may be unordered, linearly
ordered, or partially ordered.
The situation of the
main clause in Japanese seems to fall in the last
category, since it is neither totally free, nor totally
fixed.
The mathematical definition of partial ordering
is as follows:

~
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(3)

A set Z is parti~lly ordered with respect to a
relation R if and only if
I
x,y~Z ':R is a subset of
(x,y)
(x,y) e R implies x;;i y
and
and
(y,x) IR
and if (y,z) e R then (x, z) £: R.

f

Given any two elements x and y of the set Z, either x
precedes y ( (x,y)eR), or y precedes x ( (y,x)6R), or
x and y have no necessary ordering relationship.
This is precisely the case in the Japanese main
clause.
The subject and object must precede the verb,
but the subject and object have no necessary ordering
with respect to each other.
This situation could be
reflected by the following rule:
(4)

S

NP
(fSUBJ)= l

NP
(l'OBJ)= .~

(tcASc:)=c GA
('l'HEAD)
.

.J.-

t <c

V

l' -= 1-

(iCASE)=c 0
<c (l'HEAD)

The subject is required to be marked with the
postposition g~, and the object with the postposition
o.
The ordering restrictions are given by the notation
T <c (1'HEAD). The head element is the one marked by
t=t. Bot h sub j e c tan d 0 b j e c tar e con s t r a in edt 0 a? pea r
before the verb, but no ordering constraint is placed
on the relative order of the subject and object; conser; '_! P!1 r 1 y > the y :m ",;7 a I=' r e '" r t f ' pit h e ~ "y rj e y . The act 1...! ~ 1
order of elements in the rule reflects only the default
order, or the order of highest frequency.
The notation
>c can be used in a similar way.
Since the ordering restriction is really a
restriction on the placement of the verb, (4) could
also be written as follows:
(5)

S-7

NP

NP

(1'SUBJ)=,t,

(fOBJ)=}

(JCASE)=c GA

(!.CASE)= c 0

v
t=~
J, >c

@

The constraint t,. @ means that the verb must appear
after all of the other elements in its domain.

The topic in Javanese.
In active sentences in
Javanese, locative and temporal phrases can topicalize
freely by being placed sentence initially; these same
phrases, however, cannot be topicalized in the passive.
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The subject of a passive is also required to be definite, leading to the conclllsion that the subject of a
pas s i v e in J a v iJ n e s e is d 1 so a top i c .
\v hen s pea k e r s a f
Javanese want to topicaLize a U_rst or second object of
the verb, they do so hy making the sentence passive; in
other words, topicalization triggers passivization.
(6a)

ibu
nambal kat7?ku
mother pa tch pan ts-my
Mother patched my pants.

(b)

Kat;::J?ku
di tamba 1 i bu
pants-my patched
mother
My pants were patched by mothe~

(c)

S-7

NP

V

r

(1 SUBJ)= -t
J-=
1, <c (tHEAO) (tVOICE)=c ACTIVE
(d)

NP
(tOBJ)=J,

t

>c (tHEAO)

S -+ NP
(tSUBJ)=j,.

J,

V
NP
1= L
(tOBJ-AG)::.j"
<c ('tHEAO) ('fVOICE)=c PASSIVE t >c (tHEAO)

Rule (6c) is the rule for active sentences with
one object, and (6d) is the correspondinr, passive.
The
element preceding the verb as SUBJ in (6c) apoears in
(6d) after the verb as the oblique agent OBL-AG, and
the element that was OBJ in (6c) appears as the SUBJ in
(6d) .
The follo\ving rule can describe topicalization In
nonstative sentences of Javanese:
(7)

s' -;..

NP

S

(tTOPIC)= t
(1'SUBJ)=t

J, <c

'1'=

J,

@

This requires that the topic be first in its sentence,
and must be the same element as the subject.
This
gives us the following banyan structure:
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(8)

OBJ
HEAD
NP

v

I

I

NP

I

ditambal

ka t?? ku

ibu

Notice that the additional ordering constraint of (8)
makes (6d) the only choice if kat::i?ku 'my pants' is to
be the topic.
Also notice tha~the topic does not
appear before all of the eler:lents of t'he sentence,
since it is one of them itself. The ordering constraints of (6d) and (7) are satisfied, hOHever, if
they are construed to apply to the arcs leaving each
node of the banyan, rather:- than the destination nodes
c£ these arC3.
The TOPIC arc pr:-ecedes the HEAD arc,
fro:::', the SI node, and the SUBJ arc precedes the HEAD
arc, fro'TI the S node.

The Jaoanese causative.
In the Jaoanese
causative construction, as discussed above, the
indirect object of the main clause is also the subject
of the subordinate clause.

(9)

Takahashi ga

Miehiko

ni

Takahashi SUBJ Miehiko IOBJ

ringo

a

apple

OBJ eat-eause-past

tabesaseta

Takahashi made Miehiko eat the apple.

The fact that one noun phrase functions as both the
indirect object of the main clause and the subject of
the em bed d e d c 1 au s e, can be cap t u red by the f 0 11 0 \" in g
rule:
(10)

S~NP

NP

S

(1'SUBJ)=~

(tIOBJ)=,j,

(HASE)= eGA

(tSCOMP SUBJ)=t
(HASE)=oNI

(tSCOI"1P)=-J,

v

',= t
(fSCOMP HEAD)=,j,
(tCAUSE)= + .

.t

>e

e

@
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The noun which is the indirect object (IOBJ) is also
the SUBJ of SCOMP.
The notation (tSCOMP HEAD)=~ requires the subordinate and main verbs to be the sa~e
element, with the added restriction, (iCAUSE)=c+' that
the verb be in the causative form.
These rules lead to
the following banyan:
(11 )

s'
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/'

/// ISlS.QMP
/

S. UBJ

//

/

/1 /

/114
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I

S

SUBJ IOBJ

/
NP

"~n /1

HEAD
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~
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H/

I

N

INN

I
Takahashi

ga

"HEAD

HEAD \

I' \

Michika ni

V

HEAD

I

ringa

a tabesaseta

The ordering in (10) is the only ordering possible.
A look at (11) makes it clear why this is so.
Only elements on the periphery of the subordinate
clause can be shared with the main clause, or else
lines will cross. The verb of the subordinate clause
is the same as that of the main clause, and that must
be last. Since the subject of the subordinate clause
is the indirect object of the main clause, it must be
on the periphery of the subordinate clause.
It must
therefore be first in the subordinate clause, since the
verb is last.
The subordinate object must therefore be
between them and the subject of the main clause has
nowhere to go but to be first in the sentence.
Notice that according to (5), the postposition of
the subordinate subject should be g~.
It must be ~i
according to (10), however.
Since a noun phrase in
Japanese cannot be marked by both g~ and ~i, these
constraints conflict with each other.
The actual winner, as indicated in (9), is ni, and this is indicated
in (10) with the (~CASE)=oNI ~otation, which indicates
that the postposition is not only required to be ni,
but this constraint overrides others specified by c~-
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The relative clause of English.
Above, we saw a
case where the value of a feature on a reintersection
node was required to have two conflict ing values, and
one constraint took precedence.
The same can occur
with partial ordering features.
A relative pronoun in English has two functions;
it is the complementizer of the relative clause, and
also one of the arguments of the verb.
When the relativized element is the subject, no ordering constraints
conflict.
When the relativized element is the object,
however, there are conflicting constraints. Complementizers in English must occur clause initially, but
objects follow verbs.
(12 )

S

SUBJ

,liP

QUAL

,~

I

HEAD

!

HE,u.D
R

,0SCO~1P
~

;

IHUD

I
I /
./

NP

HEAD
N
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I

which

~.

s

SUBJD,:OBC
./ (riEAD\

I

NP

v

\
v

HEAD

HEAD

N

N

I

men

NP

eat

wear

I

sneakers

In this structure, the subordinate OBJ arc is
ordered after the subordinate SUBJ and HEAD arcs, but
the position of the terminal element, the relative
pronoun, is determined not by the (tOBJ) )~ (tHEAD)
restriction, but by the overriding (tHEAD) <0 @
restriction of the R(elative) level.
Treating ordering with partial orderin8 features
allows us to view the unusual features of reintersection nodes in a uniform way.
The reintersection node
in the Japanese causative was constrained to have t"o
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conflicting postpositions, but only one prevailed.
The
reintersection node in the English relative was required to have two conflicting positions, but only one
prevailed. The notations <c ' >c'
=0' <0' and
>0
allow us to capture these generalizations in a rather
simple way.

Conclusion.
This paper has introduced partially
ordered phrase structure rules and the banyan in order
to simplify the analysis of relatively free word order
languages and cases where a single element has more
than one function.
This has simplified the analysis of
cases where a multi-functioned element appears with an
unexpected feature, because there have been two conflicting constraints, and one has taken precedence over
the other.
Among the mechanisms used by language to convey
structural information are inflection, order, and prepositions or postpositions.
Partially ordered phrase
structure rules and the banyan allow all of these to be
described in an analogous way.
This unification of
perspective should prove to provide many new insights.
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